Self-adjusted postmenopausal hormone replacement therapy: effects on the biological and immunological profile of FSH and correlation to climacteric symptoms
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Abstract

Objective: The purpose of the present study was to evaluate the hormonal profile of patients of post-menopausal age during estrogen replacement therapy (ERT) with special reference to the serum levels of biologically active FSH (B-FSH) in a self-adjusted ERT model.

Design: The hormonal values found have been correlated to climacteric symptoms reported by the patients (scored by the Kupperman menopausal index (KI)).

Methods: B-FSH was measured using an assay based on a cell system transfected permanently with FSH receptor cDNA. All women \( n = 32 \) applied estradiol percutaneously using 1 mg estradiol-17\( \beta \) (E2) as an initial dose and were encouraged to increase the daily dose until they felt comfortable according to a specific scheme. Twelve of the 32 women were hysterectomized and treated accordingly, with ERT only; 20 women received megestrol acetate monthly for 10 days.

Results: The initial average KI was 30 (range 10–54). A high degree of correlation \( r = 0.83; \) \( P < 0.001 \) was observed between B-FSH and immunologically active FSH (I-FSH). Serum I-FSH and E2 correlated negatively \( r = -0.21; \) \( P < 0.001 \); similarly, a negative correlation \( r = -0.15; \) \( P < 0.01 \) was observed between serum B-FSH and E2 levels. Serum I-FSH and KI showed modest but significant positive correlation \( r = 0.13; \) \( P < 0.01 \); a somewhat higher degree of correlation \( r = 0.19; \) \( P < 0.005 \) was observed when B-FSH and KI were compared. E2 showed positive correlation to serum sex-hormone binding globulin levels \( r = 0.22; \) \( P < 0.001 \).

Conclusions: This study shows that the transdermal self-adjusted hormone replacement therapy (HRT) model introduced is suitable for studies on endocrine changes during postmenopausal ERT. The finding of poor correlation between serum E2 levels and KI emphasizes the importance of hormonal measurements during postmenopausal HRT.
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Introduction

The perimenopause is characterized by decreasing secretion of ovarian sex steroids resulting in climacteric symptoms, the most notable of which are hot flushes. These symptoms are due to decreased levels of serum estradiol-17\( \beta \) (E2) resulting in instability of body-temperature regulation (for review, see (1, 2)).

In some clinical settings, such as symptoms typical of climacterium in patients in their late 30s or early 40s, it may become important to evaluate the endocrine status of the patient with regard to menopause by evaluating the serum levels of gonadotropins and/or sex steroids. In general, measurements of serum follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH) are used for these situations since FSH levels are known to be increased already early during premenopause (3–5). E2 measurements have limited value due to the high interindividual and menstrual cycle-related intra-individual variation.

Climacteric symptoms in the Nordic countries are generally treated by peroral or transdermal E2 or E2 valerate therapy. The decrease in the experiences of hot flushes is generally considered as a sign of effective therapy. The relief of symptoms does not, however, correlate well with achievement of therapeutic levels of serum E2 (6, 7) with regard to prevention of diseases, such as osteoporosis, believed to be related to cessation of ovarian function at menopause. The serum levels of E2 are not followed routinely as there is no general consensus on the serum levels required with reference to protection against different diseases believed to be induced by postmenopausal estrogen replacement therapy (ERT).
Since serum FSH levels have become a routine marker for estimation of patients’ perimenopausal status they might also serve as a marker of effective therapy. It is known that FSH is secreted from the pituitary as various iso­hormones (8, 9) differing in their glycosylation pattern, resulting in multiple proteins in isoelectric focusing (10). To understand better the value of serum FSH measurements during ERT, we have now measured the levels of this gonadotropin in a patient group using self­adjusted transdermal ERT. In addition to conventional immunological measurements, we have measured the biopotency of FSH using a cell-based assay. The hormonal values found have been correlated to each other and to climacteric symptoms reported by the patients.

Materials and methods

Patients

The patient group consisted of 32 healthy postmenopausal women with severe climacteric symptoms. The age range was from 51 to 59 years and the mean body weight was 73 kg. The time from the last menstrual period was more than 6 months in all patients before ERT was started; no patient had contraindications against ERT. The study was carried out according to good clinical practice (GCP); clinical office investigations included general clinical and gynecological investigation (including breast examination).

ERT

All women applied E₂ (Estrogel; Leiras Oy, Turku, Finland) percutaneously using 1 mg E₂ as the initial dose. The patients were encouraged to increase the daily dose by 0.5 mg every 2 weeks until they felt comfortable. Each participant continued the treatment for at least 3 months. The patients were taught the use of the gel by the first author of the present study; during monthly visits the use of gel was checked and compared with documentation according to GCP. Twelve of the 32 women were hysterectomized and treated, accordingly, with ERT only; 20 women received megestrol acetate (Megestin; Leiras Oy) 10 mg/day monthly for induction of withdrawal bleeding.

Recording of climacteric symptoms

The study participants were asked to answer a questionnaire concerning their symptoms before therapy was started and each time before increasing the dose. The evaluated symptoms consisted of sweating, experiences of hot flushes, paresthesias, insomnia, nervousness, depression, vertigo, fatigue, pain in joints or muscles, headache, experiences of palpitation and itching. Each symptom was scored according to the Kupperman menopausal index (KI). The initial average KI was 30 (range 10–54).

Hormonal measurements

Venous forearm blood samples were drawn at baseline visit, every time the dose was increased, and at the end of the study. The blood samples were obtained 12 h after gel application.

Serum E₂ concentration was monitored by RIA (Estradiol-2; Sorin Biomedica, S.p.A., Saluggia, Italy). Immunologically active FSH (I-FSH) was monitored by the Delfia immunofluorometry technique (Wallac Oy, Turku, Finland).

Biologically active serum FSH (B-FSH) was monitored essentially as described earlier (11) using a cell system transfected permanently with FSH receptor (FSHR) cDNA. This method has been validated in detail (9) and used for analyses on female (11) and male (12) serum FSH. The FSH data are expressed as U/l according to the generally accepted principles for immunoads and bioassays (5) using WHO FSH standard 78/549 as the standard preparation.

Serum sex-hormone binding globulin (SHBG) levels were detected by the Delfia technique (Wallac Oy).

Statistical analyses

The significances of observed changes in different hormonal parameters were evaluated by Wilcoxon’s test. For association analyses between different parameters, Spearman’s correlation coefficients were used.

Results

The correlation between B-FSH and I-FSH in postmenopausal sera is shown in Fig. 1. A high degree of correlation (r = 0.83; P < 0.001) was observed between these two parameters. In individual patients, there were up to 3-fold differences in the B-FSH/I-FSH ratio at individual time points.

Serum I-FSH and E₂ correlated negatively (r = -0.21; P < 0.001; Fig. 2); similarly, a negative correlation (r = -0.15; P < 0.01) was observed between serum B-FSH and serum E₂ levels (Fig. 3).

Serum I-FSH and climacteric symptoms, evaluated by collecting KIs, showed weak positive significant correlation (r = 0.13; P < 0.01) (Fig. 4). A somewhat higher degree of correlation (r = 0.19; P < 0.005) was observed when B-FSH and KI were compared (Fig. 5). The correlation between E₂ and KI values did not reach significance (data not shown).

E₂ showed positive correlation to serum SHBG levels (r = 0.22; P < 0.001) (Fig. 6).
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The purpose of the present study was to evaluate the hormonal profile of patients of postmenopausal age during ERT with special reference to the levels of serum B-FSH in our self-adjusted ERT model. The results of the study show that (i) serum B-FSH and I-FSH levels show a high degree of correlation in

Figure 1 Regression plot analysis of serum B-FSH and I-FSH measured by a permanently transfected cell model assay and an immunofluorometric assay respectively. The serum samples were obtained from a postmenopausal patient group using transdermal ERT according to a self-adjustable protocol. FSH activities are expressed according to internationally accepted standards for these assays.

Figure 2 Correlation analysis between serum I-FSH and E2 in a group of postmenopausal women using transdermal HRT. The hormone levels are measured by Delfia and RIA respectively.

Figure 3 Regression analyses on serum B-FSH and E2 in patients using ERT. The FSH levels are measured by a cell model permanently transfected with the FSHR. The E2 levels are measured by RIA. B-FSH levels are indicated using an internationally accepted reference preparation.

Figure 4 Correlation between serum I-FSH and climacteric symptoms reported by postmenopausal women on transdermal ERT; non-hysterectomized patients used periodic medroxyprogesterone acetate as well. The climacteric symptoms are collected by standard Kupperman’s Index analyses; the number of total points is shown. The hormonal measurements were performed by Delfia.
postmenopausal patients during hormone replacement therapy (HRT); (ii) in individual patients, the B-FSH levels are up to 3-fold higher than the I-FSH at certain time points during HRT; (iii) both serum B-FSH and I-FSH correlate negatively to serum E$_2$ levels; (iv) I-FSH and B-FSH correlated weakly but positively with climacteric symptoms; and (v) serum E$_2$ correlated positively with serum SHBG levels.

Serum FSH level measurements are ordered for various clinical indications (for review, see (5)). Among these, the most typical clinical situation is the evaluation of the menopausal status of patients suffering from symptoms typical of menopause, e.g. already in their early 40s. Serum FSH levels increase already early in menopause (13) and are generally considered as the most reliable laboratory parameter of the onset of perimenopause.

Several studies have indicated that FSH secreted by the pituitary consists of various molecular forms of the gonadotropin generally referred to as different iso-hormones (for review, see (8, 9)). These isohormones are due to, for example, differential posttranslational modification of the core protein resulting in, for example, differential glycosylation patterns of the hormone.

Serum FSH levels are traditionally measured using immunometric assays (for review, see (5)). These methods measure the protein levels of the hormone, but do not evaluate the biological activity of the gonadotropin. Several studies (14–16) have shown that, in different clinical settings, differences in the biological activity may be found although immunometric assays indicate no alterations in hormone levels, suggesting that the molecular modification of the hormone protein is an important regulatory step in regulation of gonadotropin action. These findings have led to the development of cell-based assays where, typically, cells are permanently transfected with FSHRs; the bioactivity of FSH is, in these models, estimated by the altered production of, for example, second messengers such as cAMP (for review, see (17)). The method used in this paper (11) is amongst the first recombinant DNA methods described for these measurements and shows good sensitivity (less than 3 U/l) and specificity when compared with other trophic hormones.

HRT is widely used in the Western countries in women of peri- and postmenopausal age. HRT relieves climacteric symptoms and is generally believed to protect against diseases typical of the elderly population such as osteoporosis (for review, see (18–22)). Unfortunately, many women discontinue the use of HRT after a couple of years, mainly because of fear of cancer and advice by physicians (23). There is no consensus, at present, whether serum E$_2$ levels should be followed during ERT; however, it has been pointed out by us and other authors that the relief of climacteric symptoms does not necessarily guarantee protection against osteoporosis and other diseases of elderly postmenopausal patients during hormone replacement therapy (HRT); (ii) in individual patients, the B-FSH levels are up to 3-fold higher than the I-FSH at certain time points during HRT; (iii) both serum B-FSH and I-FSH correlate negatively to serum E$_2$ levels; (iv) I-FSH and B-FSH correlated weakly but positively with climacteric symptoms; and (v) serum E$_2$ correlated positively with serum SHBG levels.

Serum FSH level measurements are ordered for various clinical indications (for review, see (5)). Among these, the most typical clinical situation is the evaluation of the menopausal status of patients suffering from symptoms typical of menopause, e.g. already in their early 40s. Serum FSH levels increase already early in menopause (13) and are generally considered as the most reliable laboratory parameter of the onset of perimenopause.

Several studies have indicated that FSH secreted by the pituitary consists of various molecular forms of the gonadotropin generally referred to as different iso-hormones (for review, see (8, 9)). These isohormones are due to, for example, differential posttranslational modification of the core protein resulting in, for example, differential glycosylation patterns of the hormone.

Serum FSH levels are traditionally measured using immunometric assays (for review, see (5)). These methods measure the protein levels of the hormone, but do not evaluate the biological activity of the gonadotropin. Several studies (14–16) have shown that, in different clinical settings, differences in the biological activity may be found although immunometric assays indicate no alterations in hormone levels, suggesting that the molecular modification of the hormone protein is an important regulatory step in regulation of gonadotropin action. These findings have led to the development of cell-based assays where, typically, cells are permanently transfected with FSHRs; the bioactivity of FSH is, in these models, estimated by the altered production of, for example, second messengers such as cAMP (for review, see (17)). The method used in this paper (11) is amongst the first recombinant DNA methods described for these measurements and shows good sensitivity (less than 3 U/l) and specificity when compared with other trophic hormones.

HRT is widely used in the Western countries in women of peri- and postmenopausal age. HRT relieves climacteric symptoms and is generally believed to protect against diseases typical of the elderly population such as osteoporosis (for review, see (18–22)). Unfortunately, many women discontinue the use of HRT after a couple of years, mainly because of fear of cancer and advice by physicians (23). There is no consensus, at present, whether serum E$_2$ levels should be followed during ERT; however, it has been pointed out by us and other authors that the relief of climacteric symptoms does not necessarily guarantee protection against osteoporosis and other diseases of elderly

Figure 5 Regression plot analysis of serum B-FSH and climacteric symptoms in a group of women using HRT against climacteric symptoms. FSH levels are measured by a cell model permanently transfected with the FSHR. The climacteric symptoms are indicated as points obtained in the standard Kupperman’s Index analyses.

Figure 6 Correlation of serum E$_2$ and SHBG levels in patients using transdermal E$_2$ gel. The measurements were performed by immunofluorometry (Delfia).
women believed to be related to the deficiency of E2 (6, 7, 24). To investigate these questions, we have developed a self-adjusted model of HRT based on a model where patients increase their daily E2 use until they feel comfortable with the medication (6, 7). The results from these studies have indicated that some patients feel comfortable although low levels of serum E2 are observed.

Transdermal E2 is as effective a regimen as peroral HRT (25–27). The benefit over peroral therapy and patches lies in the possibility to self-adjust the daily dose individually. For scientific studies, the gel offers an interesting model for studies on endocrine changes and climacteric symptoms during HRT and enables detailed correlation analyses of serum E2 levels against various other endocrine and/or clinical parameters.

In general, serum FSH levels correlated well to serum E2 levels in our patient group. This finding suggests that increases in serum E2 during postmenopause result in a negative feedback effect on the pituitary similar to that which occurs in women of reproductive age. Both B-FSH and I-FSH were decreased, suggesting the existence of decreased synthesis/secretion by the pituitary due to increased levels of serum E2.

B-FSH correlated highly to I-FSH suggesting further that the negative feedback effect observed is primarily due to decreased synthesis/secretion of FSH by the pituitary. However, in individual patients the B-FSH/I-FSH ratio was increased up to threefold suggesting that, in some women, the B-FSH is increased while the gonadotropin protein level is increased more modestly. This finding suggests that, in some patients, the molecular nature of secreted FSH is altered. Further analyses of these sera may reveal what this finding is related to at the molecular level.

B-FSH and I-FSH correlated to climacteric symptoms as indicated by correlation analyses between these parameters and KIs. This finding also emphasizes the physiological importance of gonadotropins in the experience of hot flushes that are known to coincide temporally with gonadotropin surges from the pituitary (28). Many patients had no climacteric symptoms but still the gonadotropin levels were at postmenopausal level; however, most patients with severe symptoms showed high serum FSH levels.

No studies are available, at present, systematically comparing serum FSH or serum E2 with the degree of osteoporosis in patients on ERT/HRT. Therefore, it is not possible, at the moment, to estimate whether measurement of serum levels of hormones should be carried out in these patients, and whether we should preferentially measure serum FSH or serum E2. At present, few physicians, at least in Finland, follow patients` serum E2 during ERT; this is in part due to high inter-individual variation. It would be interesting to find out whether more constant results would result if serum FSH measurement were performed instead of serum E2 measurements.

Serum E2 correlated well with serum SHBG levels. The finding suggests that even with transdermal therapy, SHBG production/secretion is induced. Transdermal HRT is generally believed to by-pass the first-pass liver metabolism resulting in smaller changes in liver metabolism than with peroral ERT therapy. Similar effects on serum SHBG levels during transdermal gel HRT have also been shown previously by other investigators (26).

In conclusion, this study shows that the transdermal self-adjusted HRT model introduced is highly suitable for studies on endocrine changes during postmenopause. Serum FSH may be a better indicator of effective therapy than serum E2. In most patients, serum B-FSH correlates closely with I-FSH levels. In individual patients, the B-FSH/I-FSH ratio is increased, suggesting the existence of an altered molecular nature of FSH secreted by the pituitary during postmenopausal HRT.
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